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The great gatsby chapter 6 worksheet answers

To continue enjoying our website, we ask that you verify your identity as a human being. Thank you very much for your cooperation. who came to the city to ask gatsby questions whether the newspaper man got any information from gatsby no effort wasted what a real name was gatsby how he grew up (rich or poor)
when Jay Gatsby was born when James g 17-year-old girl in a row to meet and yacht Cody to tell her that the wind might go up and break how many years that gatsby spends with and cody what gatsby did for this 5-year steward , couples, skippers, secretaries, and prisons what are the reasons why so little gatsby drinks
alcohol has a huge impact on life and cody and is used a lot according to cody willpower, that was supposed to inherit his money that actually got mistress cody money ella kaye what lakes and cody yachts where a St. Olaf college lutheran in southern Minnesota he took part in every metal rush since the seventy-five stop
at the tom of the gatsby house , a man named sloane and this girl gatsby asks unexpected guests how if they want anything to drink or have a cigar or cigarette what gatsby says tom after gatsby words, tom isn't really what gatsby offers for sloane, tom, and women's answers to gastby deals doesn't sloane want to have
gatsby and nick for supper not gatsby says yes to go , what he did yes, he got inside for his hat and his coat of non-gastby eventually went to a no dinner party, tom and sloane left before he got out of the house what Tom said to nick while gatsby was inside my house wondering where in the devil he met with daisy. By
God, I might be old-fashioned in my ideas, but women walk around too much today to suit me. They meet all kinds of crazy fish. Next Saturday, which comes to the gastby party how Nick feels about the tone of this party differently than others; everyone is hostile, drunk, and kind of rude. Does Daisy and gastby have a
solitary time yes on the front porch nicks while nicks the nick keeps watching at the party, tom says he'll eat at another table which means that he might find some women, daisy even gave him a pencil to write an address of what special guests in the party film star and his director (cheeky kiss) what Daisy says always
while at the party she's wonderful (concerned film acting) what a gastby wants out of daisy She wants nothing less than Daisy of the ones he should go to Tom and say: 'I never loved you. The truth is that Jay Gatsby, of Western Eggs, Long Island, sprang from the concept Himself. See Important Passages Explaining the
rumours about Gatsby continuing to circulate in New York—a reporter even went to Gatsby's house hoping to find him. After learning the truth about Gatsby's early life sometime before writing Nick now interrupts the story to associate Gatsby's personal history—not because it is rumoured to have happened, or as Gatsby
claims it happened, but because it really happened. Gatsby was born James Gatz on a North Dakota estate, and although he attended college in St. Olaf's in Minnesota, he dropped out after two weeks, losing his humiliating janitorial work in the way he paid his tuition. He worked at Superior Lake next summer fishing for
salmon and digging clams. One day, he saw a yacht belonging to Dan Cody, a wealthy copper mogul, and in a row to warn him of an impending storm. The grateful Cody took on the young Gatz, who gave his name as Jay Gatsby, aboard his yacht as his personal assistant. Travelling with Cody to Barbary Beach and the

West Indies, Gatsby fell in love with wealth and luxury. Cody is a heavy drinker, and one of Gatsby's jobs is to keep him during drunken binges. This gives Gatsby a healthy respect for the dangers of alcohol and convinces him not to be a drinker himself. When Cody died, he left Gatsby $25,000, but Mrs Cody prevented
her from claiming her estate. Gatsby then dedicated himself to being a rich and successful person. Nick saw no Gatsby nor Daisy for weeks after their reunion at Nick's home. Agitate at Gatsby's home one afternoon, he was worried about finding Tom Buchanan there. Tom had stopped drinking at Gatsby's home with Mr
and Mrs Sloane, with whom she was out riding. Gatsby was apparently nervous and agitated, and told awkward Tom that he knew Daisy. Gatsby invited Tom and Sloanes to stay for dinner, but they declined. To be polite, they invited Gatsby to dine with them, and he accepted, unaware of the discomfort of the invitation.
Tom was contemporary with Gatsby's lack of social grace and was very critical of Daisy's habit of visiting Gatsby's only home. She is suspicious, but she has not yet found the love of Gatsby and Daisy. The following Saturday night, Tom and Daisy went to a party at Gatsby's home. While Tom has no interest in the party,
his disonourse of Gatsby caused him to want to keep an eye on Daisy. Gatsby's party attacked Nick more unfavorable this time—he found revelations oppressive and noticed that even Daisy had a bad time. Tom interrupted him by telling him that Gatsby's fate came from bootlegging. He angrily countered that Gatsby's
wealth came from the chain of drug stores he owned. Gatsby sought Nick after Tom and Daisy left the party; he was unhappy because Daisy had an unpleasant time. Gatsby wants the same as them before he left Louisville: he wanted Daisy to leave Tom so he could be with him. Nick reminded Gatsby that he could not
reinvent the past. Gatsby, distraught, protests he could. He believes that his money can achieve anything as far as Daisy Daisy Concerned. As he walked amid debris from the party, Nick thought about the first time Gatsby kissed Daisy, a moment when his dream of daisy became the dominant force of his life. Now that
he has him, Nick reflects, his dream effectively ends. Chapter 6 analysis is further exploring social class topics as it relates to Gatsby. Nick's description of Gatsby's early life reveals sensitivity to Gatsby's stimulating status. His insults have to work as a janitor in college in contrast to the promise he experienced when
meeting Dan Cody, who represents the achievements of everything Gatsby wants. Acutely aware of his poverty, young Gatsby developed a powerful obsession by accumulating wealth and status. Gatsby's act re-kissed himself symbolizing his desire to jettison his subordinate class identity and revisit himself as the rich
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